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main: we argue that inter-segmental coordination is basic to prosody. It is the glue

joining segments together differently in different languages (here, illustrated with

examples from Arabic and Spanish) and orchestrates their unfolding in ways corre-

sponding to constructs posited in theoretical analysis. The correspondence is one be-

tween organization in mind-brain and organization in vocal tract. Moreover, for both

mind-brain and vocal tract, the organization is phonological and abstract. It is so be-

cause it holds over segments of various identities: in Arabic, the first segment in /bka/

is not prosodified as part of the same unit as /ka/ and this holds true also for /blat/,

/klat/ and so on, regardless of sonority. In contrast, in English or Spanish, a different

organization holds. Crucially, uniformity in organization (same organization presid-

ing over sequences with varying segmental makeup) does not imply uniqueness of

phonetic exponents: prosodic organization is pleiotropic, simultaneously expressed

by more than one phonetic exponent. Finally, two properties of coordination rela-

tions are underscored: lawful flexibility and abstractness. The first is revealed in the

degrees of freedom with which movements corresponding to any given effector be-

gin; the second in invariances of task-relevant kinematic signatures regardless of the

effectors implicated in any given segmental sequence. Once again, abstract phono-

logical structure is mirrored in vocal tracts via coordination relations holding across

physiology and the particular modes of its operation.

Keywords coordination ·Moroccan Arabic · Spanish · Electromagnetic Articulom-

etry · syllables · prosody · pleiotropy

1 Introduction
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We update our understanding of the view that grammar is involved in regulating inter-

segmental temporal coordination and present an extension of that view to a new do-

main: we argue that inter-segmental coordination is basic to prosody. It is the glue

that joins segments together, differently in different languages (here, illustrated with

examples from Arabic and Spanish), and orchestrates their unfolding in ways that

correspond to constructs posited in theoretical analysis. The correspondence is one

between organization in mind-brain and organization in vocal tract: the latter mirrors

the (language-specific) properties of the units produced. Moreover, for both mind-

brain and vocal tract, the organization is phonological and abstract. In other words,

abstract linguistic structure lives in both systems.

This paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 (Background) reviews relevant as-

pects of the phonology and morphology of Moroccan Arabic. A previous theoretical

treatment was based on data from transcriptions. Here, the data are Electromagnetic

Articulometry recordings. Sect. 3 (Present aims) and 4 (Structure in the vocal tract)

specify exactly which aspects of the theory we aim to link to data and why, and places

our study in the context of other recent work. Specifically, in Sect. 3, after introduc-

ing the leading theoretical view on syllables in this language along with competing

hypotheses, we present the theoretical postulate for which we seek evidence: the first

segment in /bka/ ‘he cried’ is not prosodified as part of the same unit as /ka/ (and

the same holds for /blat/ ‘be old’, /klat/ ‘eat’ and so on, regardless of sonority). We

express this, in Sect. 4 (Structure in the vocal tract), in terms of a span of organization

hypothesis: in a CCV, global organization ranges over the entire segmental complex

whereas local organization ranges over the inner CV only. Metrification is local in
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Moroccan Arabic but global in languages such as English or Spanish where some of

the above sequences are claimed to be single syllables. Sect. 5 outlines the method of

registering our data and our stimuli. Sect. 6 (Stability of local timing) demonstrates

that in sequences with varying cluster size (VCV, VCCV, VCCV), it is a local tim-

ing interval, defined over the CV portion to the exclusion of any material outside of

that CV, that exhibits stability. The span of organization indexed by this local timing

interval coincides with the main theoretical position on syllables in this language.

Sect. 7 (A closer look at sonority) examines timing as a function of the sonority of

the intervocalic consonants. Its results point to the same conclusion as in the previous

section: a local span of organization; we find stability of local timing regardless of

the sonority profile of the prevocalic cluster. We conclude in Sect. 8 by emphasizing

the importance for linguistic theory of inter-segmental coordination and the funda-

mentally spatio-temporal nature of the units which need to be invoked so that the gap

between theory and data we take up in this paper can be closed.

2 Background

Chomsky and Halle (1968, p. 354) wrote that obstruent consonants (stops, fricatives

and affricates) cannot form syllables by themselves or in combination with other

consonants. However, subsequent work provided considerable evidence from phono-

tactics, morphology and versification that there exist languages wherein syllables are

composed entirely of consonants and more specifically that nuclei in these syllables

can be obstruents (Clements 1990; Dell and Elmedlaoui 1985, 1988, 2002; Prince
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and Smolensky 2004). Moroccan Arabic (MA) has been taken to be an illustration of

this case.

To those familiar with the work of Dell and Elmedlaoui on Imdlawn Tashlhyit

Berber (Dell and Elmedlaoui 1985), a first approximation would be to say that MA is

like Tashlhyit. However, the evidence suggests that MA goes further than Tashlhyit

in the range of possible syllabic parses involving consonants. In Tashlhyit, the rela-

tive sonority of consonants plays a major role in determining syllabic form. Thus, in

Tashlhyit, /zrb/ is syllabified with /r/ as a nucleus, /zrb/ ‘be in a hurry’, while the parse

/z.rb/ with /z/ in a separate syllable (and /b/ as the nucleus of the second syllable) is

not possible. In contrast, in MA, both syllabic parses are claimed to be possible. Dell

and Elmedlaoui (2002), drawing from extensive analysis of the Lmnabha dialect of

MA, offer /zrb/ (one syllable) and /z.rb/ (two syllables) as shown shown in Fig. 1,

meaning ‘hurriedness’ and ‘be in a hurry’ respectively. Let us make it clear that we

adopt notation from our sources. What appears in slashes, plus any additional diacrit-

ics, indicates only the phonologically relevant aspects of the claimed representations

(here, its syllabic organization). We address issues of the relation between such nota-

tion and the phonetics below. In effect, given a consonantal string, the MA range of

possible syllabic parses is greater than that of Tashlhyit.

The reason for MA’s greater range of syllabic parses, according to Dell and

Elmedlaoui (2002), is that morphological templatic requirements take priority over

sonority-driven syllabification in MA. Consider /qlb/ ‘to overturn’. There are two

attested syllabifications of this sequence in MA, one of which again is excluded in

Berber. When in its perfective form (/qlb/, ‘he overturned’), Dell and Elmedlaoui
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Fig. 1: /zrb/ ‘hurriedness’; /z.rb/ ‘he was in a hurry’

(2002) propose that a templatic constraint called FinL, which requires the final sylla-

ble to be light, gives rise to the parse (/qlb/, FinL) → /q.lb/ (the same applies to all

strong verbs). The parse /qlb/ violates this constraint, but /q.lb/ with onset /l/ followed

by nucleus /b/ satisfies it (Dell and Elmedlaoui 2002, p. 295, 281). This is the parse

shown in Fig. 1 (right). A different templatic requirement, FinH, which requires a

final heavy syllable, is at work in the deverbal noun parse shown in Fig. 1 (left) as

well as in a subset of underived nouns such as for /klb/ or /k@lb/ ‘dog’ whose lexical

entry must be specified as (/klb/, FinH).

More relevant to the level of data description relevant in this study, let us consider

some further sources of evidence that morphology plays a crucial role in regulating

segmental temporal relations in MA. As in all languages known to have templatic

word-formation, MA’s templatic morphology coexists with concatenative or affixal

morphology. The coexistence of these two morphology types allows us to tease apart

the respective contributions of word-formation type and phonology in timing patterns.

When we fix the phonological make-up of consonant clusters to those comprising

two homorganic stops (identical oral gestures involved) and vary morphology type,

the following difference is observed (Gafos et al. 2010). In templatic morphology,
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two homorganic stops are coordinated with a non-overlapped coordination relation,

but in affixal morphology they are coordinated with an overlapped relation. In effect,

timing depends on morphology type. Consider [!znat∧t] (‘!’ denotes pharyngealiza-

tion throughout; ‘∧’ denotes an acoustic release, ultimately to be interpreted as the

surface outcome of a coordination relation which we specify in the ensuing), the plu-

ral of [!znt1t] ‘(dog’s) tail’ formed on the CCaC∧C template. In this form, see Fig. 2

(left), there are two identical oral gestures, produced with two distinct closures, one

for each [!t], as shown by the two peaks in the articulatory movement signal (audio

and movement signals were recorded using the Carstens AG500 3-D Electromagnetic

Articulometry system; for more on the method, see Sect. 5). Turning to affixal mor-

phology, two identical oral gestures across a morpheme boundary like those of [d]

and [t] in [Zb1d-t(-u)] ‘I pulled (him)’ or [t] and [t] in [Sm1t-t(-u)] ‘I conned (him)’

show a single long closure spanning the two oral gestures of their respective conso-

nants [d]-[t] or [t]-[t], the phonetic manifestation of what is known as a fake gemi-

nate. Fig. 2 (right) illustrates with a [d-t] sequence because doing so allows us to see

that the resulting long closure exhibits heterogeneous voicing. This is not possible

with lexical true geminate consonants which must be homogeneous in voicing, [tt] or

[dd]. Tashlhyit exhibits a similar restriction which we take up below and which also

demonstrates in a different way the phonological relevance of segmental temporal

relations.

In terms of temporal coordination relations, the contrast illustrated in Fig. 2 shows

that in templatic morphology a sequence of two homorganic stops must be separated

in time. In affixal morphology, instead, the single long closure indicates that the two
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Fig. 2: Non-overlapped sequencing of two homorganic consonants within a morpho-

logical template (left) versus overlapped sequencing at the stem-affix juncture (right).

homorganic stops are coordinated in an overlapped scheme. Therefore, two distinct

coordination relations are involved. This state of affairs cannot be expressed in an a-

temporal phonology, where such temporal relations are not part of the representations.

For concreteness, let us introduce some definitions. A time lag between two se-

quential homorganic stops, as in the [t∧t] part of Fig. 2, requires that the gesture of

the second consonant begin late in the release phase of the gesture of the first. We re-

fer to this coordination relation with the acoustic output [t∧t] by the shorthand C↔C.

Acoustic outputs resembling [C∧C] in that the constrictions of the two consonants

are separated by some time lag are also present in heterorganic clusters. Dell and

Elmedlaoui (2002, p. 231) speak of a robust generalization in terms of a required

intervening “audible release” between any two stops. We prefer the closely related

but verifiable notion of “open transition” (Catford 1988, p. 118; see also Bloomfield

1933, section 7.9): in a sequence of two consonants C1C2, C1’s release must precede

C2’s constriction. In other words, there is an inter-constriction lag between C1, C2.

There is strong evidence for this temporal relation in MA stop-stop sequences. In our
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ears, audible releases are not always present. Gafos et al. (2010) report no instances

where C2’s target occurs before C1 release. Speakers exhibit different mean durations

for the inter-constriction gap. But a robust separation, whose duration could very well

be that of a vowel in English or German, is always present.

Crucially, the temporal coordination relation involved in open transitions in het-

erorganic clusters is different from that in homorganic clusters even though both map

to the acoustic output [C∧C]. Fig. 3 illustrates this with articulatory traces from /bdat/

‘to start’ (weak verb /bda/ + /@t/ 3pfs) and /dbal/ ‘to tarnish’ (perfective, 3ps). It can

be seen that the two gestures overlap substantially (unlike in the homorganic case),

but despite the substantial overlap the target of the second gesture is achieved after

the release of the first (Gafos et al. 2010). This is shown by two vertical lines which

demarcate the timepoints of the release of C1 and the target of C2 in each cluster. We

use the shortcut C◦C to refer to this coordination relation. In sum, the coordination

relation for the acoustic output [t∧t] is C↔C but for [d∧b] and the fake geminates

[dt], [tt] it is C◦C. Fig. 4 gives schemas of the two relations. This review of the dif-

ferent coordination relations underlying the acoustic outputs [t∧t] and [d∧b] suffices

to illustrate that mapping between temporal coordination relations and corresponding

acoustics is not one to one and that morphology is involved in regulating segmental

coordination in MA.

A theoretical formulation of coordination relations and their play out in gram-

mars is in Gafos (2002). It was the term temporal coordination relations that was

then used in definitions and grammar constraints referring to entities as in C↔C and

C◦C. In the backdrop of a-temporal phonological models in which that treatment of
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Fig. 3: Movement traces of lower lip and tongue tip in /bda/, /dba/ clusters. The two vertical lines de-

marcate the timepoints of C1 release and C2 target, with the first always occurring before the second. This

is known as an open transition. Whereas this open transition is seen in both clusters, an acoustic release is

not evident in /bd/.

coordination relations was developed, this usage served the purpose of emphasizing

the neglected dimension of representations for phonological theory. Here we use the

term coordination relation or simply coordination. Furthermore, we use the term tim-

ing in the context of quantifying coordination relations by using notions of so-called

‘real time’ as in scales of milliseconds or absolute durations.
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Fig. 4: In standard phonological representations, the only notion of temporal is the trivial left-to-right

sequencing of segments. This notion is relevant but insufficient because it collapses the distinction between

the two different coordination relations C1↔C2 and C1◦C2 as shown here. C1 precedes C2 in both. But

the relative arrangement of the characteristic landmarks (onset, target, release, offset) within the temporal

structure of the two units coordinated is clearly different. This difference furthermore has phonological

consequences (see text).

Shorthands such as C↔C or C◦C are phonological entities. Specifically, C◦C is a

statement about language-particular organization, just as the shorthands for the sym-

bols /b/ or /k/ denote (language-particular) phonological entities. In addition to being

like a symbol, C◦C is also a control structure of apparently the same abstractness and

responsiveness to perturbation as that characterizing other areas of skill (Bernstein

1967). To appreciate the lawful flexibility and abstractness of these control struc-

tures, consider Fig. 5 showing data on how two speakers effect the open transition.

The vertical line standing at the 0 of the abscissa is the C1 release timepoint. Abscissa

values indicate the C2 onset timepoint relative to C1 release. The majority of data,

all points to the right of the vertical line, show C2 onset starting before C1 release as

expected. Sometimes C2 onset is after C1 release, a ‘late’ C2. Nevertheless, all are
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Fig. 5: In a C1C2 sequence, earlier C2 onset implies lower C2 closing phase amplitude-normalized

peak velocity (regression lines from hyperbolic fits expressing this relation are drawn as curves; speaker

1: F(1,175) = 14.64, p < .001; speaker 2: F(1,176) = 75.82, p < .001). A standard dynamical system

posited as a model of the control regime for the main oral constriction of a consonant is stated by the law

ẍ+bẋ+k(x−x0) = 0 (Fowler et al. 1980; Saltzman and Munhall 1989) where x is constriction degree and

x0 is the target or equilibrium (e.g., complete closure for a stop) of the system. Kinematic properties such as

duration, amplitude of movement, velocity and their variability are consequences of the dynamical param-

eters b and k (damping and stiffness), whose tuning gives rise to an infinitude of trajectories. Dynamical

laws do not represent explicitly every detail of an observed action but give rise to that detail. Amplitude-

normalized peak velocity is related to the parameter k. Tuning k has a number of inter-related kinematic

consequences one of which is the time to target (lower k means longer time to target). In effecting open

transitions, the control regime seems to involve on-line adjustment of this parameter.
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exemplars of the C◦C coordination relation and, regardless, the following systematic-

ity is evident. In a C1C2 sequence, the earlier the C2 onset is relative to C1 release,

the lower the amplitude-normalized peak velocity of the C2, also known as stiffness

(see caption of Fig. 5). Intuitively, the earlier C2 starts while C1 is active, the more C2

slows down, apparently to ensure C2 attaining its target after the release of C1, hence

effecting the open transition. The clusters examined were [bd, db, dg, gd, br, rb, kr,

rk, kl, lk, lb, nk] each embedded in three word positions (initial, medial intervocalic,

final). The presence of this relation is one indication of the abstractness of the prin-

ciples that underwrite phonological entities such as C◦C. Such principles, whatever

their specifics turn out to be, are invariant with respect to the effectors involved in

fleshing out a CC sequence.

The above properties of coordination relations and their corresponding acous-

tics are not a peculiarity of MA. In the Sierra dialect of Popoluca (Zoquean, Mex-

ico), the acoustic profiles of two-consonant sequences is variable in that sometimes

an audible release appears between the two consonants but other times such a re-

lease is absent (Elson 1947). Presence of a release or open transition is found when

“[t]he two members of the cluster are at different points of articulation” (Elson 1947,

p. 16). This transition is manifested as aspiration between voiceless consonants, as in

[kEkh.paP] ‘it flies’, or as a “lenis shwa vowel” especially after nasals, as in [miñ@.paP]

‘he comes’. Absence of a release or close transition, which Elson characterizes as “the

lack of development of any type of aspiration or shwa vowel”, is observed “[b]etween

syllables in which the final consonant of the first and the initial consonant of the sec-

ond are the same point of articulation” (ibid.), as for example in the first CC sequence
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of [kEk.gakh.paP] ‘it flies again’ (/-gak/ is a repetitive morpheme). Stop transitions,

thus, show surface variability in terms of open or close transition. This variability,

however, can be seen to arise from an invariant statement at the level of temporal

organization, that is, a relational invariant between gestures as dictated by C◦C.

If distinctions in coordination between segments are phonologically relevant, then

we expect effects of such distinctions in phonological phenomena. We give two ex-

amples. Even though as we have seen the relation C↔C is attested in MA, it can be

shown that it is actively avoided in templates. This avoidance is manifested through

effects that show consistent deviance from a phonological norm just in case, when

following otherwise normal procedures for how segments appear in templates, C↔C

would be invoked. In its templatic word-formation, MA exhibits systematic gemi-

nate separability. We illustrate with words from the Professional noun CCaCC-i, the

Plural CCaC∧C (again, recall that ‘∧’ denotes an acoustic release), and the Passive

participle m-CCuC. The Professional noun of /swkkaö/ ‘sugar’ is [skakö-i] ‘dealer in

sugar’, the Plural of /fddan/ ‘field’ is [fdad∧n] and the Passive participle of /kŭbb/

‘pour’ is [m-kbub]. In each case, two consonant positions in the derived form are

occupied by the two ‘halves’ of a base geminate, with an intervening vowel. An

independent systematicity characteristic of several MA templates is that final con-

sonant clusters are produced with an intervening release, as in /tqŭb/ ‘puncture’ →

[taq∧b] (Active participle), /ngŭr/ ‘pester’→ [t-nag∧r] (Reciprocal), /nimiru/ ‘num-

ber’→ [nwam∧r] (Plural). The coordination relation in the final CC clusters in these

templates is C◦C. The crucial point now concerns the behavior of geminate-final

bases mapped to templates with a final CC cluster. In this case, base geminates never
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separate into two halves with an intervening release. For example, /kŭbb/ ‘pour’→

[kabb] (Active participle), but not ∗[kab∧b], /š@mm/ ‘smell’→ [t-šamm] (Reciprocal),

but not ∗[t-šam∧m], and /mxadd-a/ ‘pillow’→ [mxadd] (Plural), but not ∗[mxad∧d].

This is geminate in-separability. The generalization is that geminates separate when

an intervening vowel is present, /kŭbb/ → [m-kbub], but not when the intervening

element is a release, /kŭbb/→ [kabb], not ∗[kab∧b] (a full analysis is in Gafos 2002).

The latter part of this generalization illustrates the avoidance of the temporal relation

required for a release between two identical consonants. This is the C↔C relation,

crucially a different relation from C◦C. Why must then [!znat∧t] settle for the C↔C

relation? This is so because the plural template has four C positions, CCaC∧C, and

the singular noun from which the plural is derived [!znt1t] ‘(dog’s) tail’ is composed

of four separate consonants. The requirement that all consonants of the base noun

appear in the derived form dominates default coordination preferences (Bat-El 1994;

McCarthy 1984).

If distinctions in coordination between segments are phonologically relevant, then

we also expect effects of such distinctions in phonological phenomena like assimila-

tion. One example comes from Tashlhyit but the same can be illustrated with other

Maghrebian languages. Tashlhyit obstruent sequences in certain environments show

regressive voicing, devoicing, and rounding (Dell and Elmedlaoui 1996). Regressive

assimilation is optional in some contexts and obligatory in others. These assimilations

interact with the presence of an acoustic release in the following way. Heterorganic

consonants in Tashlhyit are systematically produced with an acoustic release. The

final cluster of /t-arag-t/ ‘gift’ (f-gift-fs) is realized as [k∧t] where “k is pronounced
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with a clearly audible release” (Dell and Elmedlaoui 1996, p. 386). We know that the

final obstruent of /-arag-/ is voiced from the plural form [t-arrag-in]. Thus, assimila-

tion is compatible with the presence of release in heterorganic sequences. Consider

now a sequence of homorganic stops. Such sequences in Tashlhyit have two vari-

ant realizations, with or without a release, as in [t∧d], [td]. Regressive voicing is

optional, hence both of these realizations are attested. But when regressive voicing

assimilation does take place, the alternative realization with the intermediate release

is unacceptable. Thus in /hra#t-dl/ ‘she just covered herself’ (just 3fs-cover), as Dell

and Elmedlaoui write, “the sequence /t-d/ has three realizations in free variation: t2d,

td, and dd; d2d is not acceptable” (p. 386), where ‘2’ stands for the audible release

(which should be expressed in terms of coordination). Dell and Elmedlaoui (1996)

specifically report: “When in a sequence of sibling stops, the first is released, it cannot

assimilate to the second in phonation type or in secondary labiality” [sibling stops are

homorganic stops with same value for Sonorant, e.g., /t, d/, /d, T/: authors] (p. 386),

where ‘T’ stands for a pharyngealized /t/. Thus, assimilation is possible in /g, t/ se-

quences and results in the phonetic output [k∧t], but not so in /t, d/ sequences which

cannot surface as *[d∧d]. As we have seen, the coordination relation involved in [k∧t]

is not the same as that in [t∧d]. The former is C◦C, the latter is C↔C. Assimilation

is sensitive to this distinction in coordination. It applies in the former but not in the

latter case. Once again, this distinction is not expressible in a-temporal phonological

representations. For such representations, the only relevant notion of temporal is the
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trivial left-to-right sequencing of segments. This notion is relevant but insufficient

because it collapses the distinction between C1◦C2 and C1↔C2.1

In sum, theoretical analysis and empirical results point to the thesis that grammar,

as expressed in systematic patterns of a morphological and phonological nature, is in-

volved in the coordination of consonant sequences in MA. The following observation

both closes this review and opens the way to the next section. All phenomena so far

involve consonant sequences. In large part, this is so because it is between conso-

nants where audible releases could be most directly registered by the unaided ear of

the linguist who is otherwise mindful of phonetic details (Bloomfield 1933; Dell and

Elmedlaoui 1996; Heath 1987). What about vowels?

3 Present aims

We now turn our attention to inter-segmental coordination relations that involve con-

sonants and vowels. Our ultimate aim is to link such relations to theoretical claims

about prosody in MA. Why prosody? Catford (1977, p. 172) defines the term prosody

as encompassing phenomena “characteristic not so much of the individual segments

as of their relations to each other”. Looked at from this perspective, inter-segmental

coordination appears to be the juncture where segments and prosody meet.

Let us make explicit what we take to be a plausibly testable theoretical claim for

MA syllables. Consider the range of converging evidence for syllable structure in

1 See, among others, Angermeyer (2003), Benus et al. (2004), Bradley (2002, 2006, 2007), Davidson

(2003, 2006), Hall (2003), Borroff (2007), Goldstein (2011), and Casserly (2012) for other analyses of

phonological phenomena with grammar models based on gestural representations and or dynamical prin-

ciples. See Pouplier (2011) for a review.
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MA. One source of such evidence derives from patterns of seemingly puzzling vari-

ation in the phonetic forms of MA words. To wit, the word for ‘he sprinkled’ can

be produced as [dr.dr] or [d@r.d@r], with a variably present voiced vocoid [@], but not

as [dr@dr@] (Benhallam 1980, p. 71). This variation can be explained by stating that

the variably present voiced vocoid, [@], can only occur after syllable onsets; [dr@] is

not possible because [dr] is not a legal syllable onset. The distribution of the vocoid

is thereby explained parsimoniously by making reference to a ban on complex on-

sets. The distribution between high vowels and glides is also cleanly captured with

reference to syllables which admit at most one consonant as part of their onsets. For

example, the singular form of ‘son’ is [wld] and cannot be produced as [uld]. Its plural

is formed by mapping these consonants onto the CCaC template. The resulting pho-

netic form of the plural is [u.lad] ‘sons’ and cannot be produced [wlad]. The ban on

complex onsets plays out in the alternation between [w] and [u]. Because [wl] cannot

be an onset, [w] is parsed into a separate syllable and surfaces as [u] in accordance

with the broader cross-linguistic distribution of vowel-glide pairs (specifically, the

generalization that vocalic features, shared in the vowel-glide pairs such as [u]∼[w]

and [i]∼[j] surface variantly but systematically as a vowel in syllable nucleus position

and as a glide elsewhere). Finally, work on MA versification also supports the conclu-

sion that this language bans complex onsets (Dell and Elmedlaoui 2002; Elmedlaoui

2014). In Malèun songs, which conform to strict syllabic templates, word-initial con-

sonant clusters cannot occupy a single beat. Such clusters are always split so that

the first consonant, e.g., [g] of [glih], counts as an independent syllable (Dell and

Elmedlaoui 2002, pp. 252–253).
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We stress now that there exist subtle distinctions between individual theoretical

analyses of MA syllables. Consider for example the word /b.ka/ ‘he cried’. Boudlal

(2001) and Dell and Elmedlaoui (2002) prosodify this sequence by assigning a mora

to /b/ which is in turn dominated by a syllable. Kiparsky (2003) assigns a mora which

is not dominated by a syllable but links directly to the prosodic word (Boudlal 2001,

pp. 62, 68; Dell and Elmedlaoui 2002, p. 252; Kiparsky 2003, pp. 159–160). Our aim

here is not to evaluate whether the specific prosodic role assignments advocated in

these analyses are appropriate. Even in this small set of analyses, the choices made

at this high level of specificity do not ascribe to uniform criteria or aims. For exam-

ple, Kiparsky (2003) makes explicit that his proposed choice is made for “the sake

of concreteness” and that “[t]he question where unsyllabifiable moras are adjoined

requires more study” (Kiparsky 2003, footnote 5). His approach is moreover moti-

vated by keeping in perspective the cross-linguistic patterning in the prosodification

of such “minor” syllables or non-syllable dominated moras such as the (in)ability to

be stressed, carry tone, and the usually reduced range of segmental contrasts they

host. Such considerations are not, at least not explicitly, in the scope of Dell and

Elmedlaoui (2002) who are more involved in meticulously spelling out differences

between the syllabic forms of MA and Tashlhyit. What we focus on here is that none

of the analyses allows for a sequence of segments before a vowel to be in the same

syllable as that vowel. That is, all three analyses share the claim that the cluster in

a CCV is not a single syllable onset consisting of two consonants. In this regard, all

three analyses contrast with previous treatments of MA which would consider strings

such as /kra/ ‘rent’ and /skru/ ‘his plowshares’ as being monosyllables (Benhallam
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1980, p. 78, 1990; Benkirane 1998, p. 346; Keegan 1986, p. 214). We take this to be

a major distinction between the differing (in their details) theoretical proposals for

which experimental evidence may have a chance to speak to theory.

We also do not aim to offer diagnostics for specific syllabic roles attached to

individual segments in the phonetic record. Prosody and syllables more specifically

refer to properties above that of the individual segment. It is thus at the level of

relations between segments where generalizations are more likely to be found. If

this conjecture is correct, it makes little sense to look at “physical correlates” of the

contrast between an onset [t] versus a nucleus [t] within [t] itself.

4 Structure in the vocal tract

A theoretical argument for a postulate on mental organization draws evidence for

that organization from several sources. Consider for instance the ban on complex on-

sets in MA wherein at least three distinct sources (patterns of variability in the pres-

ence/absence of a short vocoid, vowel-glide alternations, and evidence from syllable

weight as revealed by patterns of metrification) are involved. A single theoretical pos-

tulate has a range of consequences in the spectrum of data considered usable evidence

by the analyst. The more the consequences or the more seemingly disparate the phe-

nomena it speaks to, the better the argument. We wish here to formulate our thesis

for abstract organization in the vocal tract and its relation to prosody in a way that

stands, in terms of the structure of the argument and the non-uniqueness of sources

supporting it, at a comparable level to that of the theoretical analysis above.
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Consider again the claim that MA bans complex onsets but English or Spanish

admits these. We will keep with Spanish (henceforth, SP) because one conceivable

source of explanation for such differences has been exemplified by a comparison

between Arabic and Spanish (Steriade 1999). Consonant-liquid (CL) clusters are syl-

lable onsets in Spanish but not in Cairene Arabic (henceforth, CairA). One source of

cited evidence for this difference between SP and CairA is that speakers give syllab-

ification judgments along the lines of /o.tros/ ‘others’, /a.bla/ ‘speaks’ for SP versus

CairA /zak.ru/ ‘they studied’, /qab.lu/ ‘they met’ and so on. Stress assignment offers

converging evidence, as in SP /i.dó.la.tra/, with the familiar stress on the antepenulti-

mate when the penultimate syllable is light, versus CairA /ta.náb.la/ ‘extremely lazy

(plural)’ with stress on the coda bearing penultimate. In syllable structure terms, then,

SP disfavors /VC.LV/ (C is plosive, L is liquid) because, so the argument goes (Ste-

riade 1999), speakers derive their judgments by consulting word edge phonotactics.

Words ending in final stops are unattested in (the native lexicon of) SP and words

starting with CL clusters are attested. CairA instead favors /VC.LV/, where the clus-

ter is not part of a single syllable, because such clusters are impossible word-initially

(although they are possible phrase-initially) and VC is possible word-finally. The lat-

ter leg of the argument is not applicable to MA and other Maghrebian languages

(e.g., /!triq/, /klat/, /glih/, /kru/, /krina/, /trikku/ and so on are existing words in MA).

At least in this case, another source of the difference between MA and SP should be

sought.

We argue here that this source derives from differences in inter-segmental co-

ordination which we take to be basic in expressing language-particular prosody, as
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explained in the previous section. In its most succinct and general form, the hypoth-

esis we wish to pursue can be stated by saying that adding a consonant to the left

of a CV to obtain a CCV results in substantial reorganization of the spatio-temporal

form of the internal CV in SP (or English) but not in MA. We express this using a

notion of local versus global organization; a schema is in Fig. 6 (left). In a CCV se-

quence, global organization ranges over the entire segmental complex whereas local

organization ranges over the inner CV subsequence only. Metrification is global in

SP but local in MA. This “span of organization” difference between the two cases

stands at a comparable level of generality to the statement that, using our example

from the previous section, /b/ in /b.ka/ is not prosodified as part of the same unit as

/ka/: as clarified in the preceding, this is our theoretical focus point here and this point

stands over and above differences in specificity of formal execution of the individual

theoretical analyses making the corresponding claim (Boudlal 2001, pp. 62, 68; Dell

and Elmedlaoui 2002, p. 252; Kiparsky 2003, pp. 159–160).

We must now specify what we mean by reorganization in spatio-temporal form.

To illustrate, we will compare the properties of the sequence /kla/ in MA vs SP.

The MA vs SP comparison continues to be an apt one for our purposes for at least

two further reasons. First, both languages show open transitions. Recall that inter-

plateau interval duration is speaker-specific (but presence of the open transitions per

se is not). In our sample from two MA and two SP (Castillian) speakers, for any

given cluster C1C2, we normalize the inter-plateau interval (henceforth, IPI) by the

total duration of the cluster as measured from target of C1 to release of C2.2 The so

2 The chosen sentential and phonetic context was maximally similar across MA, SP. In both, the clusters

were at word initial position after /i/, di por favor ‘say please’ and Zibi ènaja, ‘bring here’. The
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σ

span of organization
global

span of organization
local

C ◦ C — V

V
CC

V
C

V
C C MA

SP

C + CV

Fig. 6: Span of organization (local versus global) over a C◦C–V sequence (left) and

schematic of concomitant adjustments from /la/ to /kla/ in SP versus MA (right).

Adding /k/ to the sequence /la/ (CV schema in right, middle panel) results in a num-

ber of readjustments which include substantial shortening of the /l/ in SP (refer to the

shrunk second C of the CCV schema in the right, top panel) but not in MA and in-

crease in overlap between the /l/ and the vowel in SP (refer to the mutual encroaching

between the adjacent C, V of the CCV schema in the right, top panel) but not in MA.

normalized IPI durations for the two languages are 0.36 (SD=0.17) for MA and 0.36

(SD=0.14) for SP. Second, voicing is comparable between the two languages, with

voiceless stops in particular being of the short-lag VOT type. On the surface, then,

across MA and SP, the profile of a /kla/ sequence is comparable. This would not be

so if we had used English or German. These differ from MA in that they do not show

items quantified for MA were 26 repetitions of /klam/ and 36 repetitions of /lam/. For SP, 39 repetitions of

/clapas, clema, clono/ and 50 repetitions of /lapa, lema, lomo/ were quantified.
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robust open transitions in at least voiced stop-liquid clusters and in that their voicing

systems involve a short-lag (voiced) versus long-lag (voiceless) VOT opposition.3

The crucial point now is that despite the surface similarities between MA and

SP, when a /k/ joins /la/ to form /kla/, a set of readjustments take place in SP but

not or less so in MA. A first readjustment is compression of the liquid. In MA, the

liquid is only 3 ms shorter in CCV than in CV, whereas this shortening is 15 ms in

SP. A second readjustment concerns the presence of a relation between IPI and liquid

duration. In SP, as IPI increases, the liquid’s duration decreases. A long lag between

the /k/ and the liquid must be compensated in SP by shortening of the liquid. In MA,

we find no such relation between the two (in fact, we find a weak positive relation in

MA when using raw durations). Segments are appended linearly, one after another in

MA, but in SP adding a segment has consequences for the spatio-temporal properties

of its adjacent segments. Fig. 7, leftmost top versus bottom panel, shows the contrast

in the presence versus absence of this relation in SP vs MA.

3 See Katz (2012) for the potentially confounding role of VOT regarding the timing of English clus-

ters with respect to the vowel and its import for syllables. Also, the two properties mentioned here are

potentially related (see Bombien and Hoole 2013).
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Fig. 7: Differential effects of adding /k/ to the sequence /la/ in SP vs MA: in SP

(leftmost, top panel), there exists an inverse relation between the duration of the liquid

and IPI (lag between the release of the /k/ and the target of /l/). This relation is absent

in MA (leftmost, bottom panel) which appends segments next to one another as per

its inter-segmental coordination patterns (SP: r=−.80, n=39, p< .0001; MA: r=−.12,

n=26, p= .55). In SP, but not in MA, the overlap between /l/ and the vowel increases

substantially as shown by the shortening of the local timing interval (middle, top

panel) versus the lack of such shortening in MA (middle, bottom panel). Finally, the

global timing interval changes substantially in MA (rightmost, bottom panel). This

interval also changes in SP (rightmost, top panel), but less so than the local timing

interval (middle, top panel). In terms of interval changes, SP and MA are mirror

images of each other: in SP the local timing interval changes more than the global

timing interval whereas the opposite is found in MA.
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A third readjustment concerns the relation between the liquid and the tautosyl-

labic vowel. Let local timing refer to an interval that spans over the inner CV string

(to the exclusion of any material before the CV such as the added consonant in the

CCV) and global timing refer to an interval spanning over the entire string across

both CV, CCV. Local timing, more specifically, is usually the interval delineated by

some landmark on the immediately prevocalic consonant (e.g., the consonant’s con-

striction release) up to some landmark on the vowel (e.g., the vowel’s offset). For

global timing, it is usually the interval delineated by the so-called c-center of the sin-

gle consonant or consonant cluster up to the vowel offset that is used (the c-center of

a single consonant or consonant cluster is the mean of the midpoints of the constric-

tion plateaus of each consonant; Browman and Goldstein 1988). For the SP speakers,

the local timing interval changes (from CV to CCV) more than the global timing in-

terval (the change is 37 ms for local vs 3 ms for global timing). In MA, the opposite

is found. For the MA speakers, the local timing interval changes (from CV to CCV)

less than the global timing interval (the change is 38.3 ms vs 15.2 ms for global vs lo-

cal timing). Fig. 7, middle and rightmost panels, present these results graphically. In

terms of interval changes, SP and MA are mirror images of each other: in SP the local

timing interval changes more than the global timing interval whereas the opposite is

found in MA.

Overall, adding a segment to a sequence of segments in SP produces effects that

ripple through the inner sequence in SP but not so or less so in MA. The set of proper-

ties above then serves as an indication of a global reorganization of the CCV sequence

in SP but not in MA. Note that we do not seek a single or promote a privileged index
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of reorganization. Pleiotropy is the important concept here: prosodic organization ex-

erts multiple effects on the spatio-temporal properties of the segments that partake in

that organization. That is, organization is simultaneously expressed by more than one

phonetic exponent. Suffice it to say for current purposes that the correspondences we

bring out between organization in mind-brain and vocal tract are in the formal alge-

braic sense indicative not of an isomorphism but a homomorphism between the two

organization-encoding systems. The former relation between the two systems must

be bijective but the latter need not be so and there exists evidence (not crucial to our

concerns in this article) that this distinction is important.

Crucially, for our current purposes, evidence on a potential correspondence be-

tween syllabic organization and temporal coordination from MA and in the majority

of the other studies where this correspondence has been studied concerns word-initial

clusters (but see Shaw and Gafos 2015 for word-medial evidence in English).4 Con-

sonants occupying the first position of a word tend to be longer or strengthened com-

pared to instances of the same consonants at a non-initial position (Byrd and Saltzman

2003; Byrd et al. 2005; Fougeron and Keating 1997). Likewise, word-initial clusters

have been shown to have less overlap than word-medial clusters in a variety of lan-

4 In Tashlhyit, Ridouane et al. (2014) offer evidence from a metalinguistic task, a game wherein speak-

ers responded to a given word by producing either its ‘first part’ or its ‘second part’. The words used

contained some word-medial clusters as in /usman/ wherein the possible answers for the ’first part’ would

be any of /u, us, usm/ and for the ‘second part’ /an, man, sman/. The summary of the reported results does

not allow us to discern how many medial items were used or whether there were any differences between

word-medial and word-initial clusters. In any case, participants overwhelmingly responded in a way that

was interpreted as evidence for the ban on complex onsets, e.g., responses to [gli] ‘guide’ and [tXwa] ‘it is

empty’ were /g/+/li/ for the former and /tX+wa/ for the latter.
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guages such as English, Tsou, and MA (Byrd 1996; Byrd and Choi 2010; Gafos et al.

2010; Hardcastle 1985; Wright 1996). Given such evidence on how word position af-

fects the realization of consonants, it is reasonable to ask whether the timing patterns

so far observed word-initially are also found word-medially. Such potential general-

ization is essential to the claim that the timing patterns so far observed reflect prosody

in general and syllabic organization in particular, since in both word positions the syl-

labification is claimed to be the same. We turn to address this issue next.

5 Method and Stimuli

Speech movements and corresponding acoustics were recorded from four native speak-

ers of the Oujda dialect of MA (three male, one female) while reading sentences at

a comfortable speech rate containing various stimuli.5 The stimuli, shown in Tab. 1,

were embedded in the carrier sentence Zibi hnaja, ‘bring here’. The carrier

sentence and each stimulus within it were displayed in standard Arabic script on a

computer screen. Every stimulus word was repeated about eight times, except for

/èala/ which was repeated sixteen times. The stimuli in Tab. 1 consist of nine word

5 Movements were recorded using the Carstens AG500 3-D Electromagnetic Articulometry (EMA) sys-

tem (Hoole and Zierdt 2010; Hoole et al. 2003; Zierdt et al. 1999). Sensor coils attached to the articulators

were recorded in an alternating electromagnetic field (Perkell et al. 1992). Three EMA sensors were at-

tached to the tongue. These will be referred to as the ‘tongue tip’, ‘tongue mid’ and ‘tongue back’, and

were located approximately 1.5 cm, 3 cm, 5 cm from the anterior tip (or apex) of the tongue, with the

tongue at rest in the mouth. In addition, sensors were attached to the lower lip, the upper lip, the jaw, as

well as to gums of the upper incisors, the bridge of the nose and the left and right side of the head behind

the ears (the latter four sensors being used for head correction).
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Tab. 1: Word triplets used as stimuli (twenty-seven words). Within each row, the num-

ber of the intervocalic word-medial consonants increases from one (VCV column),

to two (VCCV column), to three (VCCCV column) consonants. For each triplet, the

sonority profile of the three consonants is also shown as a sequence of three numbers

(lower number means lower sonority). An asterisk (∗) denotes a nonce word.

Triplet VCV VCCV VCCCV Sonority

1 daba nadba makdba 111

‘now’ ‘to moan with pain’ ‘lie’

2 kaSa kamSa makmSa 132

‘blanket or bed cover’ ‘to grab (handle)’ ‘handful’

3 naga sabga manbga 311

‘camel’ ‘to be ahead of (precede)’ ‘fruit of jujube’

4 ∗baka maska mamska 321

nonce ‘to hold’ ‘chewing gum’

5 ∗èama èasma mabsma 123

nonce ‘to be firm (decisive)’ ‘smile’

6 qasa qabsa malbsa 412

‘to suffer’ (perf v 3ms) ‘box’ ‘a dress’

7 taza dabza madbza 112

(city name) ‘to produce smth not useful’ ‘futility’

8 èala èamla magmla 134

‘state’ ‘to be pregnant’, ‘to carry’ ‘louse’

9 Zana Zabna maZbna 213

‘to come (to us)’ ‘to give a ride’ ‘we did not give a ride’
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triplets with a varying number of intervocalic consonants, from one to three. All

VCV stimuli are parsed as V.CV, all VCCV as VC.CV, and all VCCCV as V.CC.CV.

The vowel /a/ was chosen as it allows at once for maximal control of the phonetic

environment in which the consonantal sequences in question are embedded and opti-

mal delimitation of articulatory movements. The sonority profiles of the word-medial

consonants in each triplet are given in the rightmost column of Tab. 1. Larger num-

bers indicate higher sonority. Thus, for example, in /mabsma/ the sonority profile is

labeled as ‘123’ which means that the cluster starts with a segment of the lowest

sonority (a stop), followed by a consonant of higher sonority (a fricative), which is in

turn followed by a consonant of even higher sonority (a nasal), whereas in /mamska/

‘321’ the order of sonority values is reversed. The variety of sonority profiles in the

stimuli enables a most conservative test of the hypothesis that all word-medial conso-

nant clusters are coordinated similarly regardless of the segmental composition or the

sonority profile. This numerical indexing of sonority is used here for description and

does not imply any theoretical commitment or dependency of any hypothesis on this

numerical versus a natural class-based choice (such as obstruent vs nasal vs liquid)

of mapping consonants on a sonority scale (Clements 1990).

Some comments on the stimuli are due. There are two nonce forms under VCV,

[èama] and [baka]. Both are fully acceptable phonotactically. Consider, for example,

[èama]. This sequence is found after the reflexive /t-/ as in [t+èama] (of the verb ‘to

quarrel’, which is otherwise not attested in the dialect of our participants in its un-

prefixed simple form). Words under VCCCV, as in [makdba], consist of the negative

/ma-/ prefixed to either a collective noun ([nb@g] ‘jujube fruit’, [gm@l] ‘louse’) or a
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deverbal noun ([kdub] ’lie’ in its more frequent form or [k@db] in its less frequent

form, [kmiS] ‘handful’, [lbis] ‘dress’, [dbiz] ‘futility’), followed by the instantiating

suffix /-a/, except for the final stimulus where the form after /ma-/ is the perfective

(past tense) of the verb [Zb@n] ‘to bring’ with /-na/ as the marker for first person

plural subject. The entire construction is used in a double exclusion context as in ‘it

is neither a N nor a . . . (different Noun)’, where N stands for the noun given in the

corresponding table cell (again, except the last word where the gloss given needs no

further elaboration). All VCCCV stimuli are of the form ma-C@CC-a (except for the

final stimulus where the third consonant of the CCC sequence is the /n/ of /-na/).

What is the status of the short vowel @ in this template as far as the resulting form in

our stimuli is concerned? According to Heath (1987), the most thorough analysis of

both the morphology and phonology of a modern Arabic dialect (Hoberman 1995),

these forms should be produced without the @ because this element is deleted by a rule

of syncope triggered by the full vowel /-a/ (the rule is general in that it is triggered by

any full vowel that happens to follow). In MA, just as many other vernaculars, short

vowels are deleted when next to full vowels. Here are examples of the application of

this rule referred to as Backward Syncope by Heath: [fX@dQ] ‘thigh’→ [fxdQ-i] ‘my

thigh’, [gl@s] ‘sit’ → [gls-na] ‘we sat’, [k@lb] ‘dog’ → [klb-@k] ‘your dog’, [Xŭbz]

‘bread’ → [Xwbz-a] ‘a loaf of bread’, [kŭbb] ‘pour’ → [kwbb-i-t] ‘I poured’. Heath

notes that, in deliberate styles, syncope may be suspended when three or more con-

sonants intervene between the triggering vowel and the short @ (Heath 1987, pp. 247,

248, 253). All our stimuli meet the conditions for the application of syncope. How-

ever, in what follows, we will take a conservative stance with respect to the import
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of our results specifically for these forms. Even if some of the word-medial CCC se-

quences included a vocalic element at any level (phonetic, phonological, planning),

our measures compare interval durations across VCV and VCCV as well as across

VCCV and VCCCV separately. Thus, if it were possible to demonstrate, in one way

or another, that (some of our) CCC sequences should be separated by a vowel (hence,

they are not clusters), then our results would still hold true in this more restricted

sense: in any VCCV sequence, where there is no evidence whatsoever that there is a

vowel between the two consonants, the first consonant is not part of the onset of the

second syllable.

6 Stability of local timing

Before evaluating stabilities of local versus global timing in our data, we review land-

mark identification for individual gestures and interval delimitation on the basis of

these. Gestural landmark identification was based on the main articulator implicated

in the formation of the constriction for each consonant. Fig. 8 illustrates delimiting

the main oral gesture for a /g/, by using the positional and velocity signal of the sen-

sor attached on tongue back. The landmarks shown are the onset (onset of movement

towards the constriction), target (time point at which constriction begins), release

(time point at which movement away from constriction starts), and offset (time point

at which movement corresponding to control of this gesture is judged to end) (see

Gafos 2002; Gafos et al. 2010). The two peaks in the lower panel correspond to ve-

locity maxima, one towards the target or the closing phase of the movement (left peak
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Fig. 8: Positional signal for a velar stop /g/ (upper panel) and corresponding tangen-

tial velocity (lower panel). The positional signal of the tongue back sensor in the

vertical dimension (y-axis, in mm) is plotted as a function of time (x-axis, in ms).

Higher values on the y-axis mean increases in tongue back height. The location of

the articulatory landmarks, ‘onset’, ‘target’, ‘release’ and ‘offset’, are shown on the

upper panel. The magnitude of the tangential velocity of the same sensor (in cm/sec)

is also shown in the lower panel. In the lower panel, the two ‘peak’ labels correspond

to the maxima in velocity for the closing phase (left peak) and the moving away or

opening phase (right peak) from the target.

in Fig. 8) and the other away from the target or the opening phase of the movement

(right peak in Fig. 8).

For any given VCV, VCCV, VCCV sequence, we define two intervals, local tim-

ing and global timing. Local timing is the interval between the release of the prevo-
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calic consonant and a landmark at the end of or after the vowel which we refer to

as the anchor. Global timing is the interval between the c-center (defined in Sect. 4)

of the prevocalic consonant cluster and the anchor. To assess the robustness of our

results, we used two different anchors (and thus two pairs of intervals). The first an-

chor was the acoustic offset in the subsequent /a/ vowel (as in Byrd 1995; Shaw et al.

2009). This anchor was manually labelled at the point of marked decline in energy in

the higher formants (as seen in the synchronized spectrogram) during the end of the

vowel /a/. It is a timepoint during the end of the vowel within the same syllable as the

pre-vocalic consonant(s) whose relation to that vowel is at issue. In addition to this

anchor, which does not necessarily correspond to a unique articulatory landmark, we

used the timepoint of the peak velocity away from the target of the tongue mid sensor

for the vowel. This landmark, which occurs at a kinematically well-defined location

and thus can be identified algorithmically, offers a different (in this case articulatory)

anchor with which to delimit the intervals of interest.

We now turn to evaluate two contrasting hypotheses, given in 1. and 2. below,

about the organization of medial clusters with respect to their following vowel. These

hypotheses are subsumed under a more general span of organization hypothesis as

discussed in Sect. 4 (Structure in the vocal tract); see Fig. 6 therein. Here, we pursue

these hypotheses within the same language as opposed to across Arabic and Spanish

in Sect. 4, and within the word-medial context as opposed to the word-initial context

in Sect. 4.

1. Local organization: the interval between the immediately prevocalic consonant

and the vowel in a CV does not change as we add an extra consonant.
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2. Global organization: the interval between the immediately prevocalic consonant

and the vowel in a CV changes as we add an extra consonant.

An interaction of organization span (local vs global) and cluster size is expected

under both 1. and 2. above, but the two hypotheses predict different interactions. The

local organization hypothesis predicts that as cluster size increases, the local timing

interval does not change but the global one does (e.g., Shaw et al. 2009). In contrast,

the global organization hypothesis predicts that as cluster size increases, the local

timing interval changes (decreases), but the interval corresponding to global timing

does not (e.g., Browman and Goldstein 1988).

For each of our two intervals (local and global timing), interval duration mean,

standard deviation (SD) and relative standard deviation (RSD) are reported in Tab. 2

across all four participants and repetitions. These descriptive statistics are shown for

the interval delimited by the articulator anchor in the upper panel of the table and for

the interval delimited by the acoustic anchor in the lower panel. The across participant

interval means are the means of the medians (of each interval duration within each

participant and each cluster), as medians have the well-known property of being more

resistant to extreme values than the mean. The RSD is the “coefficient of variance”

or cv defined as the ratio of the standard deviation σ to the mean µ , cv = 100 σ

µ

(see Frank and Althoen 1995 cited in Shaw et al. 2009, pp. 58–59). The ratio was

multiplied by 100 to express values in percentage. A low (high) RSD value indicates

low (high) variability.

Fig. 9 represents graphically the unaggregated data corresponding to these de-

scriptive statistics. The interval durations for the articulatory anchor are shown in the
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Tab. 2: Descriptive statistics in terms of interval duration mean (in ms), SD (i.e., stan-

dard deviation) and RSD (in %) for each triplet across all participants and repetitions.

The upper panel shows the interval duration delimited by the articulatory landmark

and the lower panel shows interval durations delimited by the acoustic landmark.

Global timing Local timing

Triplet mean SD RSD mean SD RSD

ba∼dba∼kdba 202.27 43.02 21.44 144.58 16.89 12.00

A
rt

ic
ul

at
or

y
an

ch
or

Sa∼mSa∼kmSa 229.51 49.02 22.19 159.17 21.78 15.25

ga∼bga∼nbga 212.22 43.09 20.96 150.00 20.81 15.44

ka∼ska∼mska 223.89 48.13 21.97 158.96 22.60 15.16

ma∼sma∼bsma 207.71 45.71 22.30 145.21 18.03 12.73

sa∼bsa∼lbsa 216.11 40.99 19.49 151.88 23.52 16.26

za∼bza∼dbza 215.16 45.55 21.30 150.00 21.98 14.94

la∼mla∼gmla 194.88 37.83 19.64 134.79 14.19 10.73

na∼bna∼Zbna 206.44 44.32 21.58 142.50 12.09 8.54

ba∼dba∼kdba 239.01 39.94 16.73 181.17 12.09 6.78

A
co

us
tic

an
ch

or

Sa∼mSa∼kmSa 249.42 43.55 17.44 179.10 15.37 8.47

ga∼bga∼nbga 240.56 40.69 16.84 178.07 14.58 8.24

ka∼ska∼mska 242.34 39.19 16.17 179.05 11.90 6.59

ma∼sma∼bsma 241.74 42.85 17.77 179.92 12.04 6.73

sa∼bsa∼lbsa 246.07 36.03 14.78 180.95 13.72 7.42

za∼bza∼dbza 241.86 44.45 18.54 175.66 16.58 9.28

la∼mla∼gmla 221.94 41.61 18.87 162.87 13.06 8.17

na∼bna∼Zbna 227.45 43.15 18.89 163.69 10.74 6.33
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two panels on the left and the interval durations for the acoustic anchor are shown in

the two panels on the right. In Fig. 9, the slope of the red line through the mean of

the clouds of the data points illustrates how interval duration changes as a function

of cluster size. It can be seen that global timing changes (increases) as function of

cluster size, as seen by its positive slope. In contrast, local timing does not vary as

a function of cluster size. The same pattern is found for all triplet sets and for both

anchors. This pattern will be assessed statistically in what follows.
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Fig. 9: Interval duration (in ms) presented in Tab. 2 plotted over cluster size (x-axis) and interval type

(columns). The data for the articulatory anchors are shown in the two panels on the left, the data for

the acoustic anchor are shown in the two panels on the right. Each row represents a different triplet of

words from the corpus. The two columns correspond to the two intervals (global timing, local timing). The

linear regression line illustrates the change (or the absence of change) in interval duration as cluster size is

increased from one (CV) to two (CCV) to three (CCCV) consonants. Interval values are rendered within

each cluster size, CV, CCV, CCCV, in such a way that any two datapoints with (nearly) identical interval

durations within each of these categories are dispersed, for visibility reasons, on different positions in the

graph (i.e., the x-axis is not continuous).
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To assess how interval durations depend on cluster size, interval durations were

submitted to linear mixed effects models.6 Interval durations were logarithmically

transformed for the purpose of model fitting to correct for the right skew observed

in the raw interval durations (but all depictions of interval durations keep to the raw

measures). This transformation was supported by the Box-Cox test (Box and Cox

1964). The statistical modelling results for the main effects and the interaction of

cluster size and interval type are presented in the upper panel of Tab. 3, for both

anchors. The intercept was specified as cluster size CCV, the reference level for the

other two cluster size types. The predictor variable interval type was centred. Random

slopes that did not contribute to the model fit were removed. Cluster size remained

6 Model predictors were the main effects of cluster size and interval type and their interaction. Signifi-

cant interactions were examined in nested contrasts comparing cluster sizes within interval type. Contrasts

between CV vs. CCV and CCV vs. CCCV within every interval type were specified as sum contrasts

by assigning −1 to a baseline level and 1 to the corresponding contrast level, 0 otherwise. Sum cod-

ing allows us to determine the effect magnitude for changes in cluster size for each interval type. All

models were fitted with full random effects structure, including random intercept adjustments for each

subject, triplet set, and repetition nested within stimulus word (Barr et al. 2013). Parsimonious models

were achieved by removing random slopes that did not contribute to the model fit (Bates et al. 2015b).

The most parsimonious model included random by-subject and by-triplet set slope adjustments for clus-

ter size and interval type. Varying random intercepts and slopes allows us to take individual differences

(i.e., between subjects) into account as well as variance differences depending on the triplet set and vari-

ance associated with different repetitions of the same stimulus word. All data processing and analysis

was performed in R (R Core Team 2013). The lmerTest extension of lme4 (Bates et al. 2015a) was used

to estimate the degrees of freedom for the t-statistics, by means of the Satterthwaite approximation, pro-

viding relatively conservative p-values (Kuznetsova et al. 2013). All R-scripts and data are available on

https://figshare.com/s/a5055436db9a4e463b58.
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Tab. 3: Linear mixed effects models for the log interval duration. The upper panel

displays main effects and the interaction of cluster size and interval type. In the lower

panel, nested contrasts between cluster size within interval type are summarised. The

statistical results are shown for both anchors – the articulatory anchor on the left, the

acoustic anchor on the right. Colons ‘:’ denote interactions.

Articulatory anchor Acoustic anchor

Interaction model est. t p est. t p

(Intercept) 5.15 54.98 < 0.001 5.3 64.54 < 0.001

CCCV-CCV 0.13 5.22 < 0.001 0.1 12.06 < 0.001

CV-CCV -0.13 -5.43 < 0.001 -0.11 -6.46 < 0.001

Local-Global 0.17 22.35 < 0.001 0.15 30.07 < 0.001

{CCCV, CCV}:{Local, Global} 0.1 12.89 < 0.001 0.1 22.89 < 0.001

{CV, CCV}:{Local, Global} -0.1 -12.59 < 0.001 -0.09 -21 < 0.001

Nested contrasts

CCV-CV (Global) 0.23 14.08 < 0.001 0.19 19.47 < 0.001

CCCV-CCV (Global) 0.23 13.73 < 0.001 0.2 33.32 < 0.001

CCV-CV (Local) 0.03 1.64 0.17 0.02 1.62 0.14

CCCV-CCV (Local) 0.02 1.5 0.19 0.01 2.06 0.07

as a random slopes factor for varying subject intercepts and for varying triple set

intercepts. Model comparisons revealed no difference between this model and the

model with fully specified random effects (Bates et al. 2015b).

The significant interactions in Tab. 3 indicate that the effect of cluster size is de-

pendent on interval type. The difference between cluster size within interval types

was inspected in a linear mixed effects model with a nested contrast structure that
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specifies the individual comparisons between CCV and both CV and CCCV within

each interval type. The outcome of the model is shown in the lower panel of Tab. 3.

The duration of the global timing interval increased as a function of increasing clus-

ter size, but that of the local timing interval remained invariant. This pattern was

observed for the interval duration of both anchors. In other words, regardless of an-

chor type, the interval duration increases for the global timing interval as consonants

are added in front of a CV but the local timing interval remains constant. The fit-

ted interval durations predicted by the linear mixed effects models are illustrated in

Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10: Predicted interval duration (y-axis) with 95% confidence intervals. Values

are predicted from the linear mixed effects model in Tab. 3. The two interval types,

global and local timing, are shown in different line types and cluster size is plotted

on the x-axis.
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In sum, the within interval type comparisons in Tab. 3 showed significantly in-

creasing interval durations from CV to CCV and from CCV to CCCV for the global

timing interval. The difference between CV and CCV and that between CCV and

CCCV for the local timing interval was not statistically significant. Given the inter-

actions of interval type and cluster size, we can conclude that the local timing in-

terval was not influenced by increasing cluster size, while the global timing interval

increased as a function of cluster size. This is the stability pattern predicted by the

local organization span hypothesis.

7 A closer look at sonority

There is a stark contrast between the variety of consonant clusters permitted in MA

and the simplicity of its hypothesized ban on complex onsets: in any sequence of

consonants followed by a vowel, only the immediately prevocalic consonant is in

the same syllable as the vowel and this is so regardless of the sonority profile of

the prevocalic consonants. We now turn to examine this last point more closely by

considering whether the sonority profile of the consonant sequences plays a role in

modulating the timing of the consonants with the subsequent vowel.7

In a first descriptive take, Fig. 11 shows the three interval durations as a function

of cluster size and sonority profile.8 A uniform pattern of how intervals change or do

7 In the previous analyses, we aimed to isolate effects of cluster size and interval type and effectively

treated sonority as a random factor (because triplet was a random factor and each triplet has its own

sonority profile). Here, we do not treat the sonority profile as a random factor anymore.
8 We use intervals delimited by the articulatory anchor. The results from intervals delimited by the

acoustic anchor are qualitatively identical to those we present here.
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not change seems to hold across the nine different sonority profiles whose numerical

coding is shown on the rightmost legend of the graph. In other words, there is no

indication from this descriptive look that sonority profile is a player in modulating

interval durations and hence the corresponding interval stabilities.
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Global timing Local timing
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ba~dba~kdba
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ma~sma~bsma

132:
ʃa~mʃa~kmʃa
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la~mla~gmla

213:
na~bna~ʒbna
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Fig. 11: Interval stability across sonority profiles as shown in the rightmost legends of

the table: the duration of the local timing interval remains relatively stable across CV,

CCV, CCCV, whereas that of the global timing interval increases as each consonant

is added to the CV.
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To assess this picture statistically, for each word triplet, we fitted a linear mixed

effects model for each sonority profile, comparing interval durations across CV and

CCV and across CCV and CCCV, for each of the two interval types. If the stability

of interval durations depends on the sonority profile of the consonantal sequences,

one would expect to see that the differences (in duration) by interval type depend on

the specific triplet (as each triplet has a unique sonority profile). Fig. 12 shows the

t-values for each cluster size comparison. Across triplet and hence across different

sonority profiles, the local timing interval was found to be least affected by cluster

size changes. This is shown by the fact that consistently across all triplets t-values for

this interval hover near or below 2, corresponding to the lower bound of a significance

level of α = 0.05 (Baayen 2008).9

For the global timing interval, consistently across triplets, t-values are well above

2. This corroborates our main analyses on the stability advantage for the local timing

pattern. This data do not provide evidence that the sonority profile of the consonantal

sequences affects interval stability.

9 A potential minor exception may be the uniformly level case, shown in the top-left panel, where the

t-value is slightly above 2 indicating a minor influence of either the profile or the specific segments in it (or

both). Assessing these options properly would require data from several different level sonority profiles.
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311: ga~bga~nbga 321: ka~ska~mska 412: sa~bsa~lbsa

132: ʃa~mʃa~kmʃa 134: la~mla~gmla 213: na~bna~ʒbna

111: ba~dba~kdba 112: za~bza~dbza 123: ma~sma~bsma
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Fig. 12: Interval duration change as a function of interval type and triplet. For each

triplet, the t-values for the change in interval duration between CCV-CV and between

CCCV-CCV are shown for each interval type (local and global timing). The dash-

dotted horizontal line indicates a t-value of two, the lower bound corresponding to a

significance level of α = 0.05.
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A more precise test of whether sonority profile affects the stabilities of our inter-

vals can be constructed by considering minimal pairs of consonant sequences wherein

for one sequence sonority is monotonically rising whereas for the other it is monoton-

ically falling. One pair of triplets illustrates this comparison in our data, the monoton-

ically rising profile èama∼ èasma∼mabsma (123) versus the monotonically falling

profile baka∼maska∼mamska (321). Fig. 13 shows interval durations for these. The

data show no stability difference between these two sonority profiles.

To assess this statistically, we note again that if sonority affects the interval du-

ration differently across the falling and rising sonority profiles, one would expect

cluster differences by-interval type to be different across the two contrasting profiles.

Global timing Local timing
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Fig. 13: Interval durations in monotonically rising (123) and falling (321) sonority

profiles. The rising profile corresponds to èama∼èasma∼mabsma (123); the falling

to baka∼maska∼mamska (321).
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Fig. 14 shows the t-values for each cluster size comparison. Across both sonority pro-

files, the local timing interval was found to be least affected by cluster size changes.

This is shown by the fact that consistently across both profiles t-values for this in-

terval are below 2, corresponding to a significance level of α = 0.05. For the global

timing interval, consistently across both sonority profiles, t-values are well above 2.

rising falling
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Fig. 14: Interval duration change as a function of interval type and strictly mono-

tonically rising (123) versus monotonically falling (321) sonority profiles. The ris-

ing profile corresponds to the triplet èama∼èasma∼mabsma (123); the falling to

baka∼maska∼mamska (321). For each profile, the t-values for the two comparisons

CCV-CV and CCCV-CCV are shown for each interval type. The dash-dotted hori-

zontal line indicates a t-value of two, the lower bound corresponding to a significance

level of α = 0.05.
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This corroborates our main analyses on the stability advantage for the local timing

interval.

Finally, we considered sonority profile differences across CV, CCV pairs only,

excluding the CCCV, as this permits a better contrast of sonority profiles (see also

discussion on the VCCCV stimuli in Sect. 5). In doing so, the available clusters

can be binned into three sonority profiles; falling: baka∼maska, kaSa∼kamSa; level:

daba∼nadba, naga∼sabga; and rising: èama∼èasma, Zana∼Zabna, qasa∼qabsa, taza∼dabza,

èala∼èamla. Again, the hypothesized syllabification for all CCVs is C.CV regardless

of sonority profile. Fig. 15 illustrates the interval durations for these.

We assessed interval duration differences (how each interval changes as the string

goes from CV to CCV) for each sonority profile. If interval durations change differ-

ently from CV to CCV across the falling, level and rising sonority profiles, one would

expect interval duration differences not to be uniform across the three contrasting

profiles. Fig. 16 shows the t-values for each interval and sonority profile. Across all

three sonority profiles, the locally timed interval type was found to be least affected

by cluster size changes. This is shown by the fact that consistently across profiles t-

values for this interval are below 2, corresponding to a significance level of α = 0.05.

For the globally timed interval, consistently across all sonority profiles, t-values are

well above 2. This corroborates our main analyses on the stability advantage for the

locally timed interval.

To sum up, using different ways of grouping our stimuli in sonority profiles, we

find no crucial evidence that sonority plays a role in modulating the timing of the

consonants with the subsequent vowel. Timing patterns in our data are local in the
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Fig. 15: Stability patterns illustrated for falling, level, and rising sonority profiles

across CV, CCV pairs only (excluding CCCV). Falling: baka∼maska, kaSa∼kamSa;

level: daba∼nadba, naga∼sabga; rising: èama∼èasma, Zana∼Zabna, qasa∼qabsa,

taza∼dabza, èala∼èamla.

following sense. It is the timing relation between the vowel and its immediately pre-

ceding C that remains most stable as the number of consonants changes from CV

to CCV to CCCV and this is so regardless of the sonority profile of the consonant

sequence.
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Fig. 16: Interval duration changes across CV, CCV pairs only (excluding CCCV) by

interval type and sonority profile contrasting between falling, level and rising. Falling:

baka∼maska, kaSa∼kamSa; level: daba∼nadba, naga∼sabga; rising: èama∼èasma,

Zana∼Zabna, qasa∼qabsa, taza∼dabza, èala∼èamla. For each of the three profiles,

the t-values for the interval change across CCV-CV are shown for each interval type.

The dash-dotted horizontal line indicates a t-value of two, the lower bound corre-

sponding to a significance level of α = 0.05.

8 Conclusion

We have provided evidence that the temporal organization patterns between conso-

nants and their following vowel in MA so far documented for the word-initial context

generalize to the word-medial context. If the temporal coordination patterns found in

the word-initial context in MA concern inter-segmental prosody in general as op-

posed to just word-initial cluster timing, then the same patterns should also be found

in word-medial clusters. Indeed, we find that just as the facts about word-initial con-
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sonants show, when consonants are added between vowels in a word-medial VCV, no

temporal re-organization can be seen in the CV substring. The added consonants are

simply left-adjoined to the CV. Kiparsky (2003) uses the term “adjunction” on how

these extra segments are incorporated into the prosodic parse of the string.

These results indicate that there is potential in seeking correspondences between

abstract phonological analyses and patterns in phonetic data. We have specifically

seen that aspects of the organization posited by phonological analysis are reflected

in aspects of the temporal organization in our data. The organization brought out in

the data concerns temporal stability patterns and holds over a range of segmental

sequences. The data patterns are therefore at a level of generality that qualifies them

as candidates for establishing links to theoretical claims which are correspondingly

general. The timing patterns found hold regardless of the sonority sequencing of the

segments involved. One way to describe the resulting state of affairs then is to say that

the theoretical position on the lack of complex onsets in MA, despite the plethora of

consonant clustering possibilities, is not merely a purely abstract property of some

phonological analysis. Rather, that theoretical position also has concrete correlates in

the phonetic record.

Let us clarify where our measurements stand in relation to theory and data. Our

data are analogous to transcriptions as used in most work that has fueled phonologi-

cal theorizing since the 1960s, with the exception that they are records of individual

acts of talking obtained rigorously and quantified replicably. By quantification, one

can derive (non-impressionistic) empirical generalizations which speak to theoreti-

cal constructs and their predictions. By empirical generalizations we mean precise
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statements about patterns in the data (not vague statements about detailed data; see

Smolensky 2006). The stability of local timing regardless of sonority profile in MA is

an empirical generalization. The corresponding theoretical construct is the idea that

the syllable structure in CCV sequences is uniformly C.CV.

One fairly standard interpretation of our evidence would be that the measures we

have offered merely provide candidate downstream “physical correlates” of what are

primarily mental aspects of the organization of sound structure. We could further-

more qualify this by saying that physical correlates may not and need not always be

identifiable – Kahn (1976, pp. 16–17) does this in a landmark contribution crucial

in resurrecting the construct of the syllable which Chomsky and Halle (1968) saw

no need to assume – and phonological argumentation for the existence of phonologi-

cal constructs can proceed untethered from phonetic record considerations.10 It could

serve as evidence for the above interpretation that we rely on measuring gestures and

“gestures are movements” which may exist in vocal tracts but not in minds.

However, there is a alternative which points to a more foundational level of con-

vergence. That alternative posits that the vocal tract is as much a home to phono-

logical structure as the mind-brain is. Putting this in other words, the organization

in the vocal tract preserves the (language-specific) linguistic properties of the units

produced. For both mind-brain and vocal tract, the organization is phonological. Lin-

guistic structure lives in both systems. When the organization of interest is manifest

10 A consequence is that analytical options multiply fast. To wit, Boudlal (2001, p. 71) takes the form

[k.t@b] to be iambic, with a second heavy syllable. Dell and Elmedlaoui (2002, p. 295) assign the same

syllabic form [k.t@b] but with a second light syllable as we have seen earlier with the FinL templatic

constraint.
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in the vocal tract, as quantified in the individual actions of our speakers, it does not

become less abstract. There is no descending of levels of abstraction. There is also

no abandoning of discreteness as we explain below. Overall, in the conventional view

sketched in the previous paragraph, one thinks vertically about phonological organi-

zation in the mind-brain versus its downstream fate in the vocal tract. In its alternative,

one thinks horizontally.

A key implication of this alternative view is the abstract but also actual nature

of phonological organization. As argued elsewhere and reviewed in our Background

section, there is evidence that the grammar is involved in the arrangement of spatio-

temporal units and specifically in ways that refer to the temporal nature of these units.

Consider, for example, that in MA homorganic sequences are coordinated differently

at affixal junctures than within templates (see Fig. 2). The theory required to express

this systematicity must inescapably admit units with a temporal dimension (but as

emphasized elsewhere not in the sense of “real” time; see Gafos 2002). A-temporal

theories of phonology cannot express such generalizations.

What further good can the study of abstract organization in the vocal tract do

for phonological theorizing? Defining and understanding vocal tract organization, we

argue, is worth pursuing because it augments the explanatory resources for theoreti-

cal constructs needed in other areas of phonology. Consider, for example, the notion

of the segment. Notational conventions for describing segments and grammar for-

malisms for referring to these are in widespread use. However, there is no theory

of the segment (but see Byrd 1994; Garvin et al. 2018; Steriade 1993, 1994). There

are, in contrast, candidate theories for the spatio-temporal units in the vocal tract (see
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Guenther 1995, Saltzman 1995 and references therein as well as Sorensen and Gafos

2016 for a review of model updates since then and a more recent proposal). In stating

this juxtaposition, the intention is not to hint at replacing segments by gestures and no

reductionist attempt is at play. Segments are gestural constellations; that they may be

necessary is neither incompatible nor antagonistic to gestures (see Gafos 2002 for an

analysis that crucially invokes both) or potentially also other units of an auditory na-

ture. Rather, the point is made to illustrate that evidence for foundational units such

as the segment in phonological theory can derive from sources that take seriously

spatio-temporal organization in the vocal tract and its acoustic consequences (as the

attempts cited above do). Furthermore, just as there is no descending in levels of ab-

straction when sources of evidence are sought in vocal tract action and corresponding

acoustics, there is also no (necessary) loss of discreteness in doing so. When prop-

erly understood, spatio-temporal units of vocal tract action are no less discrete than

symbols. Gestures are discrete and stable in the following sense. Discreteness and

qualitativeness inheres in the fact that the dynamical systems formalizing these units

admit fixed points or attractors which endow the system with a non-axiomatic stabil-

ity (because, in contrast to the axiomatic stability in symbolic views, reproducibility

of modes in behavior, regardless of initial conditions, is a direct consequence of the

formal model in dynamics).11

11 Any theory that makes reference to sequences of speech units (and predicates over them) must nec-

essarily make explicit how such sequences unfold in time but are stable enough to be reproducible in

behavior. The problem is unrecognizable in conventional theories precisely because stability in represen-

tations is an axiom in these theories. But the challenge is fundamental to a viable theory of phonology. The

tools to address this challenge do not derive from the theory of formal languages (a subfield of the math-
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The view that the essential units of linguistic form are abstract and actual is not

novel. As early as in the formative period of generative linguistics, Fowler et al.

(1980) were explicitly concerned with “reconciling the units that a speaker/hearer

is assumed to know with those that he uses,” the vision being the development of

a theory in which these units are both abstract and actual, where the “know” in the

above excerpt is explicitly used in the sense of “competence” (Chomsky 1965). The-

oretical developments since then as well as the increasing body of work in the area of

spatio-temporal coordination, enabled by the availability of techniques for obtaining

quantitative records of articulator motion during speech and corresponding acoustics,

encourages a renewed interest in this perspective.
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